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Come to the Music Joseph M. Martin 
(jrt1teht1n Chureh, plt1m1 
'M6rt1dith 'Mt1h,tn &- Christin, Qu,trtnt p,m·usskJD 
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Loveliest of Trees James Muholland 
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My Funny Valentine 
The Roses 
"Fire Songs" on Italian Renaissance Poems 
Ov' e Lass', II Bel Viso? 
Quando Son Piu Lontan 
Io Piango 
Richard Rodgers 
words by Lorenz Hart 
arranged by Jeremy Landig 
Joan Szymko 
inspired by the poetry of Mary Oliver 
Morten Lauridsen 
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Glory to God in the highest 
and on earth peace 
good will toward men 
0 Lord, open Thou my lips, 
and my mouth shall proclaim Thy praise. 
Cooem Cho!? 
Leonardo Dreams of His Flying Machine 
Leonardo dreams of his flying machine 
Tormented by visions of flight and falling, 
More wondrous and terrible each than the last, 
Master Leonardo imagines an engine 
To carry man up into the sun ... 
And as he's dreaming the heavens call him, 
Softly whispering their siren-song 
Leonardo, Leonardo, vieni volare. 
Eric Whitacre 
Leonardo, Leonardo, come fly. 
L'uomo colle sua congiegniate e grandi ale 
facciendo forza contro alla resistente aria. 
A man with wings large enough and duly connected 
might learn to overcome the resistance of the air. 
As the candles bum low he paces and writes 
Releasing purchased pigeons one by one 
Into the golden Tuscan sunrise ... 
And as he dreams, again the calling, 
The very air itself gives voice: 
Leonardo, Leonardo, vieni volare. 
Vicina all?elemento del fuoco ... 
Scratching quill on crumpled paper 
(Rete, canna, filo, carta.) 
Images of wing and frame and fabric fastened tightly . 
... sulla suprema sottile aria. 
As the midnight watchtower tolls, 
Over rooftopstreet and dome, 
The triumph of a human being ascending 
In the dreaming of a mortal man. 
Leonardo steels himself, 
Takes one last breath, and leaps ... 
Leonardo vieni volare! Leonardo, sognare! 
Leonardo, Leonardo, come fly. 
Close to the sphere of eternal fire ... 
(Net, cane, thread, paper.) 
. . .in the highest and rarest atmosphere. 
Leonardo come fly! Leonardo, dream! 
~mhmsd ehotn: 
With My Swag All on My Shoulder 
Measure Me, Sky 
The Anthem 
i'tm l:'t'edstrom, cooductor 
K.:lt')'L C:n!soo, me!odlcg 
K.ny! C:~!soo, c"Dilar:t"r 
~retrheo C:hurch, P!!JD" 
arranged by Vijay Singh 
Jrunes Mulholland 
arranged by Nathan Lansing 
Morton Lauridsen writes: "The choral masterpieces of the high Renaissance, 
especially the sacred works of Josuin and Palestrina and the secular madrigals of 
Monteverdi and Gesualdo, provided the inspiration for my own Madrigali. Italian 
love poems of that era have constituted a rich lyric source for many composers, and 
while reading them I becrune increasingly intrigued by the symbolic imagery of 
flrunes, burning, and fire that recurred. I decided to compose an intensely drrunatic a 
cappella cycle · based on Renaissance poems employing this motif while blending 
stylistic musical features of the period within a contemporary compositional idiom. 
In doing so, I wanted the music to emanate (like ripples from a pebble thrown into a 
pond) from a single, primal sonority--one drrunatic chord that would encapsule the 
intensity of the entire cycle and which would provide a musical motivic unity to 
complement the poetic. This sonority, which I've termed the 'Fire-Chord', opens the 
piece and is found extensively throughout all six movements in myriad forms and 
manipulations. The Madrigali are designed in an arch form with significant sharing 
of materials between movements one and six, two and fo.,e. The cycle has its 
dramatic high point in movement four, 'Io Piango', where the music gradually builds 
from pianissimo to a fortissimo, seven part explosion of the 'Fire-Chord' before 
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